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Significeince of the Study
The Americeui Red Cross provides a channel of service between the man in
the armed forces and his family back home. National staff members are assigned
to military installations to serve both the able bodied and the sick.^
The American Red Cross desires to aid families of military personnel to
maintain the essential standards of life during their absence. The organiza¬
tion also desires that the veteran and his family maintain an essential standard
of living, therefore continues its services to the veteran and his family after
his discharge.
Home Service is a department in local Red Cross chapters, set up to
help families of men and women in the armed forces, and veterans and their
families, meet personal and family problems. It is the department in Red Cross
to which families of servicemen in each community are invited to bring their
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questions, concerns, and requests for service.
The Home Service caseworker, through social work services, can help to
maintain the essential standards and the solidarity of these families. The
goal is to stabilize or improve the social functioning of the individual.
Social work help may be of short or long duration, requiring the professional
ability to individualize.^ Services are tentative and subject to change, as
^The American National Red Cross, Home Service and You (ARC 1293
(Washington, I96O), p. 1.
^Ibid.
^Walter A. Friedlander, Concepts and Methods of Social Work (Englewood
Cliffs, 1959), P- 390.
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the individual progresses or retrogresses.
Services available through the Home Service program are: counseling in
personal and family problems, reporting and communication service, assistance
in applying for government benefits, financial assistance and referral service.^
The writer has been concerned for some time about the problems that
anise, or that are intensified by, absence due to military service; and also
about the social work services given. A large number of people in the field
of social work, as well as the lay public, have only a vague idea of many of
the services rendered by the American Red Cross on a local as well as on the
national level. Many have no knowledge of the Home Service Department which
is set up to render social work service. The writer feels that the study
should be of assistance to others in the field of social work, since the core
of social work is rendering service, and since each of us should have know¬
ledge and a better understanding of services given by all social agencies.
The study should also be of interest to Red Cross.
Social work services in this study means help given to individuals and
families of service personnel, to enhance normal functioning. These services
are based on problems presented by the client.
The problem is defined as one which causes difficulty or concern, which
falls within Chapter policy to meet, or within the policy of other community
agencies.
^The American National Red Cross, Handbook for Home Service Workers
(ARC 1295), (Washington, 195^)^ P* 2.
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Purposes of the Study
The purposes of the study are (l) to determine the problems which are
brought about by the absence of the serviceman; (2) to describe social work
services given families by Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross, Home Service
Department.
Method of Procedure
This study will include a brief review of the historical development
of the American Red Cross Movement; the origin and development of the Home
Service Department; the history of the Atlanta Chapter of the American Red
Cross, with a brief review of functions of each service within the Chapter,
and an analysis of the group studied.
The case study is the primary method to be used. Cases studied will be
major cases^ of servicemen which were closed during the calendar years of
1958 and 1959* The cases will consist of a twenty per cent sample of all
major cases closed during the calendar years of 1958 and 1959* Selection will
be done by random sampling, selecting at equal intervals every fifth service¬
man's case from a total of 3OO closed cases. I am assuming that one-third of
the cases in the popiilation will be discarded, because they will not represent
problems due to the absence of servicemen. At this point, I am estimating
that my sample will consist of forty cases. To avoid bias, cases to which I
have given services will not be included in the sample.
^ajor cases are cases involving such things as extended counseling
service, recurrent problems, financial assistance and veteran's claims work.
This type of case is given a number, and there is a permanent listing when the
case is registered.
Minor Service cases are of relatively short duration, involving such
things as reporting and communication service.
k
A schedule has been prepared for use in gathering pertinent information
from the records. Schedules will be con^ileted on all cases in the study,
after which the data will be tabulated and analyzed. The schedule has three
sections; Identifying Information, Problems, Social Work^ Seirvices.
Scope suid Limitations
The study will be limited to information gathered from forty closed
cases of servicemen, during the csilendar years of 1958 anti 1959^ ia the Home
Service Department of the Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross, in which




THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS
History
The Red Cross Movement that began in Europe in 1862 was primarily the
result of the vision, idealism, and \mtiring efforts of a Swiss banker and
promoter Jean Henri Dunant, who was determined to work toward establishing
an organization to alleviate suffering in time of war.^
The need for such an organization was realized when Dunant happened on
the scene of the bloody battle of Solferino while traveling in Italy in 1859
on extensive business operations. Casualties of French, Italian and Austrian
troups nmbered 40,000.*^ He was very much concerned because there were no
provisions for help to the wounded.
Dunant began immediately to secvire whatever relief possible for the
WDtinded, by ca3J.ing upon available medical resources, and by calling on women
for food and other necessities. His aim was to relieve those who were suf¬
fering regardless of their nationality.
When Dunant retiimed to his home in Geneva he wrote a book, Un Souvenir
de Solferino, which he published in September, 1862. The idea of what he was
trying to do and his reason for being concerned are developed in the book.
He toured the continental capitals seeking to interest key persons in the
^Charles Hurd, The Compact History of The American Red Cross (New
York, 1959), P. 13.
Foster Rhea Dulles, The American Red Cross (New York, 1950), p. 6.
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program, and he distributed the book himself to influential people, vho en¬
dorsed his efforts with enthusiasm. IndividxieQ-s and groups decided to do "vdiat
they could to make his hopes a reality. In Geneva a committee of five, com¬
posed of men of affairs and prestige, was formed to study ways vhereby the
whole program cotild be presented to the nations of Europe.^
The committee made plans for a conference in Geneva. Delegates from
sixteen coinitries attended the conference. The two principal ideas that deve¬
loped from the conference were, to set up a National Volimteer Committee in
every country to render wartime aid to the wounded where army sanitary ser¬
vices were insufficient, and to provide for the neutrality of all wartime
wounded and of all sanitary personnel. The Geneva meeting was a success,
and the original committee of five was transformed into what has ever since
p
been known as the International Committee of The Red Cross. Within six
years after the conference, twenty-three countries had established National
Red Cross Societies.3 The Geneva conference had raised a new flag of hximani-
tarianism.
The Americein Red Cross had its beginning at the home of Clara Barton
in Washington, D. C. on May 21, l88l, when a small group of interested persons
met to organize a great venture of voluntary service. Miss Barton realized
that something more than the European war assistance program was needed to
bring forth American enthusiasm. She then suggested the need for a peace





catastrophies. She spoke of the Americein Red Cross as being a continuing,
ever present, relief organization. The organization was to become a member
of the Red Cross of The International Convention of Geneva, and Miss Barton
was designated as the American representative. On July 26, l882 the President
proclaimed the adherence of the United States to the Treaty of Geneva.
The congressional charter was granted in 19OO after the organization
was legalized, and it was re-incorporated under the name of the American
Rational Red Cross -vdiich gave it national status.^ In the United States,
any calamity large enough to be considered national, too big to be handled
by local resources, was, and is, the concern of The Red Cross.
From 1881 to 1904 most of the organization's service was limited to
disaster relief work. The Spanish-American War of I898 brought the American
Red Cross its first war service. This ejsperience proved the value of Red
Cross assistance to the armed forces in time of war. Red Cross then be¬
came the nation's official agency for certain welfare services for members
of the ajrmed forces.^
The American National Red Cross is chartered by Congress, and supported
by gifts. There are 3>T00 local chapters and 2,000,000 volunteers.3 Besides
rendering service to members of the armed forces and their dependents, to
veterans and their dependents, and to disaster victims. Red Cross gives
^Charles Hurd, op. cit., pp. 46-58.
P
The American National Red Cross, This Is The Red Cross (ARC 543
(Washington, 1955P» 47.
^The American Rational Red Cross, What Everyone Should Know about the
Red Cross (Washington, n. d.), p. 3«
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training in First Aid and Safety services, in nursing services, and trains
juniors to serve in Red Cross programs. Red Cross also has a blood program
from which more than two million pints of blood are collected each year. There
are more than 90^000 volunteer nurses trained in the blood program seirvices.^
Volunteers are trained in special groups; they give their time and exhibit
their talents where and when needed. Volunteers serve in area offices, in
chapters, schools, hospitals and in other institutions in the communities.
!Ehe organization’s continuous program and its hundreds of thousands
of volunteers, together with its career staff, make it possible for the Red
2
Cross to be on hand to help whenever 8uid wherever human need arises.
The area offices, under delegation from Na¬
tional headquarters, are responsible for general
supervision and direction of all activities with¬
in their assigned jinrisdiction. From the area
offices, specialized staff is assigned to assist
chapters in developing programs and fulfilling
their responsibilities. The administration of
disaster operations is an area function as is the
direction of the Red Cross Welfare and recrea¬
tional programs at military installations and at
military hospitals, and the claims activities at
Veterans Administration regional offices.3
Home Service and Its Function in Red Cross
One of the most dramatic and yet most significant wartime developments
of the American Red Cross was its Home Service Department, created in response
to the charter obligation to serve as a medium of communication between the
^Ibid., p. 10.
^Ibid., p. 53.
^The American National Red Cross (ARC 5^3op. clt., p. 36.
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people at home and those in the armed forces. As the service expanded, it
became also a means of straightening out difficulties at home, which had been
causing men and women in the armed forces worry and anxiety. The Home Seirvice
of the Red Cross was considered the nation's assurance that no enlisted
person's family shall suffer for any essential thing that is within its power
to give.l
During World War I, the Red Cross Home Service caused a new field of
social case work to be opened. The Red Cross inaugurated training courses for
Home Service workers in cooperation with colleges and schools of social work,
at a number of points throughout the country.2
The Home Service Worker can usually reach even the most remote nxral
section within a few hours. Large chapters have a staff of trained case
workers assigned to work in shifts; the small village branch may have a volim-
teer worker who is available by telephone at any hour of the day or night.
The functions of the Red Cross Home Service are of wide variety.
Briefly the functions include: . emergency communication and welfare inquiries
between the man in the armed forces and his family; home condition reports
needed by medical officers; information about government benefits for the
serviceman and his dependents; help in processing an application for con^pen-
sation, pension, government insurance, hospitalization, allotment consulta¬
tion, financial assistance and other services as indicated in solving family
problems, which may arise, or might have become intensified, by a person's
^The American National Red Cross, The American Red Cross A Brief Story




being in military service. Home Seirvice works always in close cooperation
with local and national agencies, to avoid duplication of effort, and to
render the best service possible. Home Service is the place in each community
to which feunilies of both servicemen and veterajas are invited to bring their
questions, concerns and requests for service.^
Dr. Porter R. Lee, Director of the New York School of Social Work, de¬
scribes Home Service as follows:
Home Service as a phase of America's War record was
bom in an emergency; it found itself almost immediately
with a full sized task. The performemce of this task
was steady, high minded, adequate. Its achievement is
a moniament to himan resourcefulness and devotion and
will form an enduring part of the heritage of Americans
in whom this spirit of service moves. Home Service was not
the achievement of social case workers alone. It will for¬
ever be one of the glories of the whole American people.
In the main the record of Home Service is one of human
service at its best.^
The Field Director and His Function in Red Cross
The idea of the need for someone to render service to men in the armed
forces was conceived early in 1917> when questions arose regarding what was to
be done with all the personal problems of young men suffering from the lone¬
liness of mass life; with family problems arising dally because of separation,
together with other problems. Since the Red Cross had won the exclusive
privilege of acting as a mercy agent for the military in time of war, a staff
^The American National Red Cross, Home Service and You (ARC 1293
(Washington, June, i960), p. 1.
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Minutes of Home Service Directors Meeting, Groups I, II, and some III
Chapters, Home Service Objectives Southeastern Area (Atlanta, Georgia,
February I5, 16 and I7, I961), p. 31^
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of 1,000 Red Cross workers was recruited to serve the camps. The new job
of the Field Director was created, a man assigned to a unit who stayed with
it throughout the war. The daily task of the Field Director and the Home
Service worker was to render service to the men in service, and to their
dependents at home. Investigations of various kinds were conducted in re¬
gard to illness, marital difficulties and inadequate financial assistance.
Reports were furnished.^
The varied work of the Red Cross Field Director demands ingenuity, im-
derstending and tact. The Field Director spends much of his time in consul¬
tation with individual men, hearing their problems, discussing solutions and,
in special instances, advancing them money. With the aid of Home Service the
Field Director is able to render valuable service between the men and the
families in regard to emergency situations. When combat units leave for over
seas, in many instances the Field Director embarks with it, and he is avail¬
able throughout the voyage to render the many requested Red Cross services.
Overseas the Field Director's duties are manifold, and may include; distri¬
buting chapter-made comforts and other supplies; conducting a bureau of in-
fonnation about a leave area; offering services to patients in military hospi
tals; doing recreation work; getting cable information to men about their
p
families and counseling in varied matters.^
^Charles Hurd, qp. cit., p. 159*
^The American National Red Cross, (ARC 626), op. cit., p. 54.
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Field Directors sure accredited to the commanding
officers of installations and are responsible for
the Interpretation of Red Cross service to them,
to their subordinates, and to the public. They
are responsible for all Red Cross activities at
installations; including their development and
coordination, end serve as liaison between
chapters and the installation authorities.^
Field Directors are assigned to Veterans Administration offices; they
advise and assist chapter Home Service workers in handling individual appli¬
cations for government benefits. The Field Director also represents the
veteran before the Veterans Administration rating and appeal boards and be-
p
fore military review boards.
^The American National Red Cross, Employment Guide For Selecting SMI
Assistant Field Directors For Installations of The Armed Forces (ARC 860),
(Washington, 195l)^ P*
^The American National Red Cross, (ARC 5^3op. cit., p. 10.
CHAPTER III
THE ATLANTA CHAPTER, AMERICAN RED CROSS
History
The early history of the Atlanta Chapter of the American Red Cross was
lost apparently at the time of the transfer to the National Headquarters,
Washington, D. C. in 1935* The original charter that was signed in 1914 by
President Woodrow Wilson, Chairman George W. Davis and Secretary Charles L.
Magno was lost also. A duplicate charter was issued in 1930. There is on
file among the chapter's notes a duplicate, dated June, 1914, of formal
recognition of the procedure followed.
The Atlanta Chapter's present history is compiled from incomplete notes
that were foxuid in the office files. A History Committee, consisting of the
Chapter's Secretary and two other members, compiled the present early history,
upon receipt of a request from the Southern Division Headquarters.
There is no record of activity until June, I916 when a meeting was
planned by the Federation of Women's Clubs to conduct a membership campaign.^
On July 26, 1916 a meeting was held at the Chamber of Commerce Building for
the ptirpose of re-organizing the Chapter. One hundred members enrolled at
the meeting. The following year there was a total membership of 7^366. Three
years later the membership reached 31^916.
A telegram was received from National Headquarters by the Chapter Chair¬
man on February 4, 191?^ requiring the Chapter to make preparation immediately
%otes in Atlanta Chapter file, compiled by History Committee, Atlanta,
Georgia, n. d.
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to assume responsibility for which Red Cross was chartered. Immediately com¬
mittees were appointed on finance, hospital garments and surgical supplies,
comfort bags, shipping, packing and publicity information, first aid, elemen¬
tary hygiene, home care of the sick, home dietetics, and on aggressive mem¬
bership enrollment. Two months before war was declared by the United States,
another order was received from National Headquarters, Washington, D. C. to
organize motor service and a sanitary training detachment. The Chapter was
to refer graduate nurses to the Bureau of Nursing Service in Washington, D. C.
On March I3, 1917^ Atlanta was selected as Southeastern Headquarters,
and on March 23, 1917^ ex-President Taft, who was then Chairman of the Central
Committee, visited Atlanta.
Basic guidance policies in relief work were released from National
Headquarters April 20, 1917- Atlanta conducted its first Red Cross Campaign
to raise funds for war relief shortly after receipt of the release. The ini¬
tial amount raised by the Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross was $205,104.19.
Several weeks later it was necessary for the same committee to conduct a
campaign for disaster relief funds, because of a fire that destroyed 1,500
homes in Atlanta on May 20, 1917* 1!be disaster fund raised and expended
$78,870.34. The amoiint raised by the committee in the two efforts was
$283,974.53.
There was frequent change of Executive Directors prior to 1938 when
General James H. Reeves was elected as Executive Director. Branches of acti¬
vity a3-ready in operation in the Atleuata Chapter ejqianded under General Reeves
15
leadership. Plans were made for the hlood donor center. There was discussion
of the need for a more adequate Home Service Department in the Chapter. A
Home Service Committee was organized to work with the Home Service Staff in
correlating various phases of the work, and to interpret its services to the
community. General Reeves resigned in 1946. Mr. Harry Boyte became Executive
Director of the Chapter in February, 1946.^ Mr. Boyte's title was cheinged to
Chapter Manager prior to his resignation on January 15, 1959* Mr. W. W.
Jefferson, who succeeded Mr. Boyte, is now Chapter Manager.
The largest paid staff in the Atlanta Chapter Home Service Department
was in 1944 and 1945. In addition to the Home Service Director and the two
supervisors, there were fourteen case workers and ten clerical workers.^
In addition to Home Service, the following services are in operation
at the local Chapter: Volimteer Service Groups, General Services, Nursing
Services, Safety Services (including First Aid and Water Safety), Public
Information, Junior Red Cross and Blood Service. Each department renders
specific searvice when and where needed.
The Atlanta Chapter has had a number of addresses since its organiza¬
tion. Some of these addresses were: 15 Peachtree Street; 322 Fifth Street;
249 Ivy Street; 63 Whitehall Street; 86 Luckie Street, and the present address






The present site of the Atlanta Chapter Red Cross was known as the
"Old Raoul Home," which, for two decades, was outstanding as a social and
civic center. It was purchased for $20,000, and was occupied by Red Cross in
September, 19^1. The Atlanta Blood Center moved into the new building adjoin¬
ing the Old Raoul Home in Jiine, 1950-^ Other Red Cross offices are also
located in the new building.
The Atlanta Chapter had one governing body from 1914 to 192?. There
is no mention of the organizational structvire from 192? to 1930^ l^ut in 1930
the National Headquarters saw fit to reorganize the Chapter; a person from
National Headquarters was sent to Atlanta for this purpose.^ A Board of
Directors and an Executive Committee were appointed. The By-Laws were drawn
up to meet local requirements and conditions.
Home Service
Prior to the reorganization Home Service had functioned more or less
under volunteer leadership. After the reorganization of the Atlanta Chapter,
the Home Service Staff was enlarged. Miss Martha Dennison joined the Home
Service Staff December 15, 1930^ as the first paid caseworker. During World
War II, Miss Dennison was appointed Director of Home Service. She began
supervising field work students from the Atlanta University School of Social
Work in 1942.^ After World War II, Miss Dennison was granted a leave of





M.S.W. degree in 1948. After graduation from Vanderbilt University School of
Social Work, Miss Dennison conducted classes at the Atlanta Chapter for Wel¬
fare Aids, who worked in the Home Service Department on a volunteer basis. In
the fall of 1950^ Miss Dennison again became the Supervisor of the Atlanta
Chapter for field work students from the Atlanta University School of Social
Work. She also began supervising students from the Florida State University
School of Social Work. Miss Dennison continued working in this capacity
xmtil her retirement from Red Cross in December, 1959*^ Miss Dexmison is still
the Supervisor at the Chapter for Case Work Field Work students from the
Atlanta University School of Social Work, but she is being paid by the Atlanta
University. Miss Isabel Nelson, the second paid case worker, was employed
Jxxly, 1931- Miss Nelson is now Supervisor of students from the Florida State
University School of Social Work.
In August, 1941 the Chapter held its first training class for volxinteers
to assist regular staff in the Home Service Department. Twenty women with
some degree of experience in social case work congpleted the course. Mra Paial
Potter, a volunteer with knowledge and experience in social work, was chair-
p
man of Home Service Volunteer Corps. Home Service is the only department in
the Chapter that renders social work services. Mrs. May Boyd B\xllock was
enployed in the stenographic department in 1930; she remained with the Chapter
until her retirement in October, 1959*
^Interview with Martha Dennison, Supervisor, Field Work Students,
Atlanta University School of Social Work, Atlanta, Georgia, July 8, i960.
2
Notes in Atlanta Chapter file, op. cit.
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Social Work Services
Reporting and Coinraunication Service is one of Red Cross' major responsi¬
bilities. This service has two purposes (l) to strengthen the moral of the
men and women in the armed forces; (2) to provide military authorities with
reports that will assist them in making important decisions affecting service¬
men.^
This type of service is given by the Atlanta Chapter, Americein Red
Cross, Home Service Department, when a breaic in the family communication
has occurred; when there is need for information or interpretation to sup¬
plement family communication; when some other specific service is needed,
such as delivery of messages relating to births, critical illness, death,
health and welfare of servicemen or their dependents; in situations of
family discord, allotment difficulties, or the need of clarification per¬
taining to other government benefits.
When families are separated, communications sometime break down and
result in anxiety and misunderstandings. When these situations develop, the
worker in the Home Service Depeirtment, Atlanta Chapter determines the type
of communication to be used to bring about the best results. Reporting and
communications service are exchanged between chapter Home Service, Area
Office Home Service, Red Cross Field Directors, Red Cross Liaison Representa¬
tives in finance centers, and SAF National Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
The contacts are made through letters, by long distance telephone calls and
by telegram. The Home Service Department never communicates directly with
the military authorities.
^The American National Red Cross, (ARC 1295)# Handbook For Home Service
Workers (Washington, March, 1956), p. 5*
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S.A.F. is the Armed Forces Reporting and Communications Unit. Coun-
seling is an integral part of all other functions of Home Service. The
kind and extent of counseling service will vary in direct relation to the
nature of the situation or problem. When men go into military service,
problems frequently develop or are intensified so that families find them
diffic\ilt to solve alone. When servicemen or their dependents find themselves
in this type of situation, and when they apply to Atlanta Chapter, Home
Service Department for service, the worker helps them, through counseling,
to realize what they cam do for themselves. Each person is given help in
seeing his particular situation in clearer perspective. The worker and the
client together discuss ways by which the situation should and could be
handled, and the worker does for them only the things they can not do for
themselves to ease the situation.
Assistance is rendered in applying for government benefits by supplying
information concerning government regulation and legislation; assisting in
completing the required forms; helping to obtain supporting evidence, forward¬
ing applications to the appropriate offices, and making inquiries through
American Red Cross channels when direct correspondence between dependent and
military offices that administer the benefit does not meet the need.
Referral service is frequently given by Red Cross when the request does
not fall within Chapter's policy, or when the worker realizes that another
agency can help more effectively. Applicants who fall in this category are
informed of services available to them from other agencies and organizations,
^Ibld., p. 203.
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and are assisted in the utilization of the services.
Some of the referrals require only clear direction to a particular
agency or to some other source of help. At other times the referral requires
a different procedure, depending on the policy of the other agency. When
the referral is made, the worker never makes a commitment as to the service
the other agency will give, but merely informs the applicant of the type of
service the agency is set up to give. In most cases it is possible to main¬
tain a good relationship even though the specific service requested is not
one that Red Cross could give.
Financial assistance is rendered on the basis of need to dependents
of servicemen when family allotments are pending, or interrupted, and in
certain emergency situations.
Financial assistance, on the basis of need, will be
provided; a. By the use of chapter funds for basic
maintenance needed by wives and children of members of
the armed forces during the period pending first
receipt of family allowance or allotment, and during
periods when such payments as may be due are delayed
or interrupted, b. By the use of chapter funds or
by referral to other local resources for beisic main¬
tenance needed by other dependents of members of the
armed forces during such periods, c. By the use of
chapter funds or by referral to other resources for
emergency needs of wives and children of members of
the armed forces, which arise at any time dviring the
period of military service, d. After responsibility
has been assumed for a program of assistance for
dependents of members of the armed forces as de¬
fined above, and for disabled veterans and their
dependents, and the dependent of deceased searvice-
man and veterans, as defined in 3J., 5 each chapter,
within its own resororces and with regard for all
other resources and for local needs, may develop a
program of financial assistance on the basis of
need for members of the armed forces and any of
dependents, under circumstances other than those
defined above.^
■4?he American National Red Cross (ARC 1295)^ op. cit., p. 10
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Q. allotment Is an allotment filed by the serviceman for his dependents.
A deduction is made from his pay each month, and is supplemented by govern¬
ment allowance for quarters. Basic maintenance includes regularly needed
essentials such as food, shelter, fuel, clothing, household utilities and
necessities, incidentals, medical supplies and services. Bnergency needs
cover such needs as medical and hospital care, treinsportation, burial and
other needs essential to health and welfare, that are lurgent, and arequire
immediate attention.^
Social work services are given in many local disasters, by the Atlanta
Chapter, Home Service Department. Funds spent by the Chapter for disaster
needs are allocated from the Chapter's Disaster Fund, and not from Home
Service budget.
Other Chapter Services
General Services.—This is the operating service for the Atlanta Chapter.
This department is in charge of all pxirchases and repairs; the PBX switch¬
board, and all mimeograph work. It is also responsible for the supervision
of the custodial staff; it plans deliveries and pickups by the porters; it
requisitions and fills orders of supplies for all departments in the chapter,
and it maintains a small post office that is available to the entire group.2
Volunteer Services.—The office of the volimteers located at the chapter
keeps in close touch with the volxmteers and with all vol\mteer programs. Its
■^The American National Red Cross (ARC 12l4), American Red Cross Home
Service For Servicemen, Veterans, and Their Dependents (Washington, December,
1951}, P. 11.
p
Interview with Elizabeth Baker, Administrative Assistant, Atlanta
Chapter, American Red Cross, Atlanta, Georgia, February I5, I961.
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objective is to make the service programs of real value to the chapter and
to the community, and to give volunteers an opportvinity for seirvice.^ Yolvm-
teers render service in every department in the Chapter.
One of the volunteer services utilized by Home Service on behalf of
its clients is motor services. If Home Service has a client for whom
transportation is necessary, because of their physical condition, because
of the time element, because of, and during an emergency period which is
expected to terminate, motor service is provided for these clients who are
ambulatory. They are provided transportation to clinics or hospitals for
treatment. If there is a need for other essential Red Cross business in¬
volving emergency transportation it is furnished by motor service. On many
occasions volunteers meet servicemen and/or their dependents, veterans,
and/or their dependents at the airport, train or bus station, and render the
service indicated.^
First Aid, Small Crafts and Water Safety.—First Aid, accident preven¬
tion, and water safety are related programs for the conservation of human
life. The purpose is first, to prevent accidents through a knowledge of
their causes and consequences; second, to provide, through training in
skills and the right procedure, intelligent and effective aid in emergencies
to victims of accidents. Water safety is aimed at reducing loss of life
from drowning.^
^Greater Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross, Annual Report (Atlanta,
Georgia, 1957-1958)^ P* 5*
2
Interview with Connie Ruddiman, Chairman of Volunteer Supporting
Services, Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross, Atlanta, Georgia, April l6,
1962.
■^The American National Red Cross (ARC 5^3)^ op. cit., p. 90»
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First Aid and Water Safety classes are held at the chapter. Numerous
first aid stations are set up at affairs involving large gatherings in order
to have qualified persons available to render service, if needed.
This department also conducts community demonstrations to acquaint
large groups with basic first aid and water safety skills. The backbone
of the service is a corps of volimteer instructors who are trained through
the chapter. Special clinics are held for instructors during the year.^
Nursing Service.—This is a department in which a number of different
groups interested in the care of the sick are trained. Training classes in
home care for the sick emphasize ways of assisting doctors and nurses in
caring for the ill at home. The course in mother and baby care is taught
becatise every prospective parent should have the knowledge of preparing for
the baby, and giving the proper care after the child's birth. Many students
taking this training are prospective fathers. Volunteer nurses' aides are
given training for service in hospitals, clinics, institutions 8ind blood
centers.
In addition to teaching people at the chapter to give simple nursing
care, this department also helps to promote better community and family
health by arranging for classes in new areas, including the schools, and
in the community. Classes are held for volunteer Instructors who help




Junior Red Cross.—Ibe young people in all schools in the coraniunity
are enlisted as Jimlor Red Cross volunteers. They are taught the Red Cross
vay of "people helping people." They plan and perform, in association with
Red Cross Teacher-Sponsors, those functions that best prepare them for
continuing their interest in serving their schools, community and nation.
Junior Red Cross gives young people a chance to grow in the development of
leadership.
The members also share by making or collecting and distributing articles
for use in hospitals and institutions at home and abroad. They send gift
boxes abroad to children. These boxes contain educational, health, recreational
supplies, also drawings and albums depicting American life.^
Ihe Blood Program.—The goal of the Blood Program is to provide blood,
and blood derivatives for mediceil use to all people without charge for the
2
products. The Atlanta Regional Blood Center collects blood for use from
donors coming into the chapter, and blood is also collected by mobile units
visiting schools, colleges, universities, business and social concerns, as
well as making trips to surrounding counties.
The blood is processed for use as whole blood and blood derivatives,
and is packaged and stored for use when needed.
Public Information.—This service is one of the strongest links be¬
tween Red Cross and the community. It tells the story of the jobs which
are being done by each of the services. It acquaints the public with Red
^Interview with Marguerite Lehmann, Director, Junior Red Cross, Atlanta
Chapter, American Red Cross, Atlanta, Georgia, September 24, i960.
The American National Red Cross, The Story of Blood (ARC 1710),
(Washington, 19^9P* 15*
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Cross; it utilizes displays, exhibits, demonstrations, public speakers, and
uses many other means of presenting Red Cross news to the entire chapter
territory.
The department is responsible for news articles in daily and weekly
newspapers, for radio anno\mcements and television dramatizations. Its
objective is to effect and sustain a far reaching type of public relations




This study includes forty cases of families of servicemen, whose pro¬
blems were brought about, or were intensified by the serviceman's absence,
who sought help themselves with their problems by making application to the
Home Service Department, or were referred to the Home Service Department
through some other soxirce. These are service personnel families whose
cases were closed during the years 1958 and 1959.
TABLE 1
SOURCES OF APPLICATION FOR SERVICE
Soixrce of Application Number
Serviceman's wife 15
Red Cross Field Director 8
Serviceman's mother 5
Serviceman and wife 2
Red Cross Home Service 2
Serviceman 1
Serviceman's father 1
Serviceman's mother and father 1
Other relative 1
Hospital 1
Atlanta Child's Home 1





Table 1 shows the source of application of the forty families studied.
It shows that the largest number of applications were the servicemen's wives,
which is an indication that this group presented the largest nximber of
problems, and therefore received social work services in accordance. The
next largest requests were made through the Red Cross Field Director where
the men were stationed; the servicemen were concerned about problems at
home, and sought help by discussing their concern with the Field Director,
who presented the family's problems to the Atlanta Chapter Home Service
Department, and requested service. The requests from the Red Cross Field
Director were made by letter, telegram, or local or long distance telephone
call. The Red Cross Home Service Departments followed the same procedure.
Five of the forty applicants were servicemen's mothers. This is
logical since many of the single servicemen claim their mothers as their
dependents. The absence of the breadwinner often creates or causes potential
problems, whether financial, emotional or social to become intensified.
The other twelve applications were made by the serviceman's father,
his sister-in-law, the Red Cross Home Service Department elsewhere, a hos¬
pital, the Atlanta Child's Home, and the serviceman's ex-wife.
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TABLE 2
BRANCHES OF SERVICE REPRESENTED








Table 2 indicates the branches of service represented in the forty cases.
The table shows that 1wenty-three of the men or 57 per cent were in the army,
nine or 23 per cent were navy men, six or 15 per cent were serving in the
air force and two or 5 per cent were in the marines. There was no representa¬
tion from the coast guard. This is not surprising, since the coast guard
personnel is the smallest group in the armed forces.
There are more men serving in the army, and this indicates that there
are more men serving in the army whose families were presenting problems.
This is understandable since more men are drafted into the army than in any
other branch of service. The men in the other branches of service are volun¬
teers, except for those who are career men who have been in service since
World War II.
It is significant to note that twelve men were inducted by the army,
the twenty-eight volunteers included men in all branches of the service,
including nine "enlistees" in the navy.
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Table 3 shows the marital status of the applications requesting service
from the Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross, Home Service Department. Thirty
of the forty cases in the study were married couples; seven were families
of single men, two were separated and one was divorced.
There were no cases of desertion or common law marriage in the sample.
From my experience with the Chapter, this distribution is normal, except
in the instance of desertion and common law marriage.
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TABLE 4
PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY APPLICANTS
Problems Number Problems Number
Allotment Problems 49 Health Problems 36
Non-receipt 24 Acute or Chronic
Other reasons 1? Illness 18
Inadequate Knowledge of Nervous and Mental
Filing Procedure 3 Disorders 7
Deliberate Delay in Filing Pregnancy and Confine
Application 2 ment 5
Insufficient Documentary Illness connected
Evidence 2 with Birth 3
Voluntary Allotment Problems 1 Post-mtal 2
Non-receipt 1 Pre-natal 1
Communication Problems 11 Financial Problems 42
Wife’s Change of Address 5 Insufficient Funds
Serviceman’s refusal to for basic mainte-
write 4 nance 24
Serviceman’s Change of Ins\ifficient Funds
Station 1 for emergency needs l6
Serviceman’s health Insufficient Funds
prevented writing 1 for clothing 2
Employment and Housing Serviceman's Conduct
Problems 10 Problems 5
Inability to accept
employment to Family Conduct Problems 1
supplement allotment 5
Inablity to plan care
for children 3
Lack of work experience 1 Wife's Conduct Problem 1
Scarcity of employment 1
Family Discord 8
Difficvilty between
serviceman and wife 4
Difficulty in relation-
ship to other relatives 4
Total 163
•*Some cases presented more than one problem.
Table 4 shows the breakdown of the problems and gives the statistics in
each area. In some cases two or more problems are presented. The study
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revealed forty-eight dependency allotment problems, one voluntary allotment
problem, thirty-six health problems, five serviceman's conduct problems, one
wife's conduct problem, one family conduct problem, eight family discord
problems, ten en5)loyment and housing problems, eleven communication problems,
and forty-two financial assistance problems.
The distribution of problems revealed in the table is not surprising
because it coincides with the kinds of requests that are usually received by
the Home Service Department, and shows the frequency of these requests. I
expected to find more than one voluntary allotment problem in the sample.
The small niomber of voluntary allotment requests was surprising because of
my knowledge of the many requests for service made to the Home Service Depart¬
ment, because the servicemen did not understand the procedure in filing for
voluntary allotments; because they were delayed in filing for one reason or
another, or because they refused to file at first, and only did so in some
instances after communication from Home Service was sent to the Red Cross
Field Director, advising of the dependent's requests, and discussing their
circumstances, at -vdilch time the Field Director was requested to interview
the serviceman regarding the matter.
In many instances the serviceman is delayed in filing the dependency
allotment application, because he is without such documentary evidence as a
certified copy of his marriage certificate, certified copies of children's
birth certificates, or a certified copy of a divorce decree from a previous
marriage.
There are times when married men enter the service as single men. This
creates problems, because these men have no intention of filing the allotment
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application. Wives then request help through Home Service Department in
getting the application filed. The serviceman's prevarication causes a
delay in getting the application processed, so naturally there will he a
delay in the receipt of it, which brings about a financial problem.
There were more instances of acute or chronic illness than any of the
other listings under health problems. My experience with the chapter con¬
firms this, and it is understandable since many wives, parents and some few
children suffer from acute or chronic ilness. The cases of nervous and
mental disorders were among servicemen's wives who could not make an adjust¬
ment, and those who stated that their children presented problems that were
too much for them alone, and the serviceman's help was needed. From my
experience there have always been, and this causes me to believe that there
will continue to be pregnancy and confinement problems among service personnel
families.
The serviceman's conduct problems were identified as unfaithfulness,
indifference regarding family welfare, alcoholism and absence without leave
problems. The serviceman's absence without leave created a financial problem
because the dependency allotment was interrupted. The serviceman's wife's
conduct problem in the sample was identified as her indifferent attitude




SOCIAL WORK SERVICES RENDERED
Social Work Services Number
Financial Assistance Provided on the basis of Need 65
Basic Maintenance 2k
Emergency needs arising any time during service I7
Pending Receipt first allotment check 12
Allotment delayed after receipt of first check 8
Allotment interrupted after receipt of first check 4
Reporting and Communicating Service 75
Information transmitted through Red Cross Channels 32
Guidance given concerning direct communication 19
Welfare reports furnished I6
Reports furnished for emergency leave
consideration 8
Counseling in Personal Problems 27
Helped client make the resources useful to
ease situation I8
Helped client understand the facts of illness 9
Assistance in Applying for Government Benefits 28
Counseled regarding government regulations l4
Counseled regarding eligibility requirements 13
Counseled regarding government legislation 1
Referral Service 24
Client assisted in the utilization of other
resources 12
Client informed of other available resources 12
Counseling in Family Problem 12
Helped Client work out adjustment to the problem 12
Total 231
*Some situations required two or more social work services.
Table 5 indicates the social work services rendered to alleviate the
problems presented. It shows that in more instances social work services
were given to persons whose problems were in the area of reporting and commu¬
nications. There were seventy-five instances in which this type of service
was given. Almost every problem required some type of communication, which
accounts for the large number.
The allotment problems presented required some type of communication in
almost every instance. Service around health problems involved reporting and
communication, and it was necessary to communicate in regard to conduct pro¬
blems, family discord, and emergency requests for financial assistance.
Financial assistance was next in the order of social work services rendered.
There were sixty-five such instances. From my knowledge of Home Service, this
frequency is not contrary to normal operations. There were twenty-seven
instances of counseling in personal problems, and twelve in which counseling
was given to solve family problems, making a total of thirty-nine instances
in which there was counseling service. Through counseling service, servicemen
and their dependents learned of helpful available resources, and were given
help in getting a better understanding of illness and ways of helping them¬
selves to work out adjustments to ease the problems. I have found that
counseling service cein be veiy helpful, and it is necessary in almost every
situation; it is an integral part of all other services.
Twenty-eight cases received assistance in applying for government benefits,
and twenty-four were helped by referral service. The table indicates that
the largest number required help in reporting and communications service,
that need for financial assistance was second, and counseling service was
third.
It seems logical that the bulk of the social work services were in the
area of reporting and communications, because it is essential for the morale
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of the servicemen and their families at home that they keep in touch as often
as possible; when this contact fails, there is the need for varied kinds of
services aroimd this problem. It is understandable that the request for
financial assistance was great, because many families are left without income
until the allotment is received; in many instances the allotment is less than
the family's income prior to the serviceman's going into the service, which means
there is an adjustment to be made which is very difficult at times.
Case Illustrations
In each of the three illustrations the source of application is indicated,
the problems are stated and the social work services are discussed. Each
problem is different, but the three required reporting and communications ser¬
vice; two cases required referral and counseling services, and two required
emergency financial assistance.
Case #1
A telegram was received from the Field Director covering the area where
the serviceman was stationed, requesting a health and welfare report on the
serviceman's mother, who had had surgery recently. A telephone contact was
made with the serviceman's mother which revealed that she was under care at
Grady Hospital. A medicail report was requested with her consent and a report
was obtained through Grady Hospital Social Service Department. A report of
the serviceman's mother's condition was sent by telegram to the Red Cross
Field Director who initiated the request.
Several days later another telegram was received from the Field
Director, this time with emphasis on the serviceman's request for an emergency
leave because of his mother's condition. The Home Service Department case
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worker made a second contact with Grady Hospital Social Service Department
and secured a report. The doctor recommended the servicemain's presence for
morale purposes rather than for medical reasons. The Field Director was
again advised by telegram.
Prior to the serviceman's arrival, his mother made a request to the
Home Service Department by telephone, for bed linen. The serviceman's mother
was found ineligible, but her situation was referred to a private group that
accepted the situation, and rendered the assistance. The serviceman had. not
applied to the military for a Q. allotment for his mother because she was not
dependent on him for 50 per cent or more of her support.
The family requested, and was given, service by the Home Service case
worker in sending information from the serviceman's father's doctor, that
enabled him to get an emergency leave because of his father's critical illness.
Shortly after the serviceman's return to duty, his father died. The service¬
man's wife and children were with her relatives elsewhere. She was not able
to come because of ill hesilth. The Home Service case worker verified the death
and funeral arrangements, and telephoned the information to the Red Cross Home
Service Department in the area where the serviceman's wife and children were
residing. The serviceman was notified of his father's death at his overseas
base, and was advised of funeral arrangements.
Another request was received from the overseas Field Director advising
that the servicemein was requesting a health and welfare report on his mother
as he was more concerned since his father's death. The Home Service case
worker secured a report from his mother, sent a telegram message to the Field
Director, advising of his mother's present condition and of the regularity of
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the doctor's visits.
This case was referred to Home Service by the Field Director, because
the serviceman was concerned first about his mother's welfare; next, he
requested information concerning his mother's condition that would help him
in getting an emergency leave. Additional requests were for medical informa¬
tion on his father for emergency leave consideration, verification of his
father's death, and again a health and welfare report on his mother after his
father's death. His mother requested financial assistance with which to
purchase linen.
Reporting and communications service was given by furnishing welfare
reports after medical information was obtained from the hospital and from
the private doctor, also by sending verification of the death of the service¬
man's father to the Field Director and to the Home Service Department where
the serviceman's wife and children were located. The serviceman's mother
was found ineligible for financial assistance from the chapter, because her
eligibility had not been established with the military; that is, she had not
been found by the military to be dependent on the serviceman for more than
half of her needs. Her request for financial assistance was denied by the
chapter, but her situation was discussed with a private welfare group where
she was referred, after the group consented to help her purchase the linen.
Case
A telegram was received from the Field Director requesting a health and
welfare report on the serviceman's three year-old child, as the serviceman
received information that his ex-wife, with whom the child had been living,
had disappeared. The message indicated that the serviceman's present wife was
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aware of the situation. Upon contacting the present wife, the worker learned
that the child was with the serviceman's elderly mother, who was neither
physically, nor financially, able to care for the child properly. His
present wife expressed her willingness to have the child with her. She was
not aware of the legal procediire, but was briefed on this by the worker. The
case worker made the initial contact with the Legal Aid Society. The service¬
man's present wife visited the Legal Aid Society later, and was interviewed
regarding the problem.
Since the child was not in Atlanta, the Legal Aid Society suggested
that the serviceman's present wife go to the place where the child was
located; she was given the name of an attorney to contact upon her arrival.
The case worker offered to write to the Home Service Department, stating
the problem briefly, and request service in finding out from the Judge of
Superior Court the length of time necessary for her to be in that area to ef¬
fect custody of the child. This was done, and later a reply was received
that the family there secured a private attorney, and a decision had been
rendered that the serviceman and his present wife have custody of the child,
but they were awaiting clarification of other legal matters. A reply was
sent to the Field Director by telegram advising of the developments.
Several months later a telephone call was received from the Field
Director in this area, relative to assisting the serviceman's present wife
with transportation and maintenance, since it was necessary for her to ac-
con^iany the serviceman's daughter to Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, D. C.
immediately. The family had joined the serviceman overseas. They were there
only a short time when the child had to have emergency heart surgery, which
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caused the family to be air evacuated to the States.
Later, the serviceman’s wife came to the chapter after being referred
by the Field Director. She said they did not get a chance to send a change
of address to the allotment Finance Officer before leaving; therefore the
allotment check had been delayed in reaching them. Relatives were not able
to render financial assistance. Kie needs were discussed, financial assistance
was rendered on emergency basis for transportation, maintenance enroute and
while at the hospital, and cab fare eind incidentals. The case worker sent a
telegram to the Field Director at Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C.,
advising of the chapter's plan with the serviceman's wife prior to leaving
Atlanta.
The requests in this case were made by the Red Cross Field Director for
service which the serviceman and his wife sought to alleviate the difficulty.
One request came from the Field Director in the area where the serviceman's
wife was located, and the other was made by the Field Director in the area
where the serviceman was stationed.
In order to assist in solving the problems presented, the Home Service
Department gave reporting, communications, referral and counseling service,
and also rendered financial assistance on the basis of need for emergency
purposes. The allotment was in effect, but was delayed in reaching the family
because of a change in location. If the allotment check had been received,
and there was still need for financial help because of the emergent situation,
the Home Service Department would not have denied the request.
Case #3
A request was made for financial assistance by the serviceman's wife
because of the need for this type of help pending receipt of Class Q. allotment.
4o
which had been delayed, as the family had recently moved to AtlEinta.
After an interview with the serviceman's wife regarding the family's
needs, assistance was rendered on an emergency basis to care for their
immediate needs.
The worker obtained the serviceman's wife's permission to contact the
Home Service Department in her home town, for contact to be made with her
mother to find out if the check had been delivered to her address, end to
learn the present disposition of the check. The case worker also secured
the serviceman's wife's permission to taiJk with her landlady relative to
waiting a few days for rent, pending a reply to the chapter's wire. The
case worker promised that the Home Service Department would pay the rent if
the check was not received within a few days.
It became necessary to pay the rent, and also to render additional
assistance to the family while awaiting information about the check. The
military had sent an inquiry to the Army Finance Center about the delayed
allotment, which meant that this service was not necessary by the chapter at
this time.
The request from the serviceman's wife was for temporary emergency
assistance, as she \ras without funds for basic needs because of failure to
receive her monthly allotment check at the regular time.
The problem here was non-receipt of the Class Q. allotment because the
serviceman's wife had moved to Atlanta, and had sent a change of address to
the Finance Center. The Allotment Finance Center was in the process of
changing her address for mailing purposes, yet there was the possibility of
her allotment check being sent to her previous address vintil the procedure
had been conpleted; therefore, it was necessary to make contact with some one
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at the old address to find out if the check had been delivered there.
In this case, social work services rendered were reporting, communica¬
tions, counseling, and financial assistance for basic maintenance.
The families in these three situations were helped to continue to
function normally by the Home Service Department rendering the social work
services that were indicated to alleviate the problems they presented.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The sample, which represents twenty per cent of all major cases closed
during the calendar years I958 and I959 in the Home Service Department,
Atlanta Chapter, American Red Cross, was selected by random sampling to in¬
clude only cases representing problems due to the absence of servicemen. The
sanple includes forty cases.
The study shows that twenty-eight men of the forty families volunteered
for service. This is a significant factor particularly since the study deals
with problems presented because of the absence due to military service. Thirty
of the men were married, seven were single, two were separated and one was
divorced. The sati5)le does not include any desertions or common-law marriages,
which is siirprising, because it has been my experience as a case worker in
Home Service, that there was a higher incidence of requests from deserted
women and from women who have lived in common-law relationship with the service¬
man, and who were encountering difficulty because of his absence.
The largest n\imber of the total problems was foimd to be in the economic
group. The chief causes of this need were found to be brought about by
marginal or no income, con^jlicated by poor planning ability and emotional and
intellectual inadequacies. Health problems constitute the second largest
group with a total of thirty-six problems. Included were pregnancy and con¬
finement, illness connected with birth, pre-natal and post-natal care. There
was the case of the baby who was bom prematurely, and a baby who required
treatment daily because of a heart ailment. Other health problems are nervous
and mental disorders and acute or chronic illnesses. The other problems are
listed in order of their frequency; they are conduct, communication, employ¬
ment and housing problems.
The statistical material gathered in the study, some of which is por¬
trayed in the tables, establishes the fact that valuable and essential social
work services were rendered. Although there were restrictions because of
policy and procedure, some families who did not meet eligibility requirements
were referred elsewhere for service. The study shows that thirty-nine received
counseling service.
The information gathered by the use of the schedule was helpful in
identifying the family, the variety of problems, eind the kinds of social work
services that were given to alleviate the situation. The study reveals that
social work services were rendered in accordance with the policy of the




SCHEDULE TO GAIN DATA CODE NUMBER
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
1, Applicant: Serviceman Wife Serviceman ond Wife Son ^Daughter
Mother Father Mother and Father Sister Brother ^
Other Relatives (specify)
Others (specify)
2. Source of Application: Self Deportment of Public Welfare Family Service
Travelers' Aid Society Legal Aid Society Child Service
Other
3. Relationship of Applicant to Serviceman: Same Other (specify)
4. Branch of Service: Army^ ^Air Force Navy Marine Coast Guard
5. Entry Date Into Service ,
6. Inducted Enlisted
7, Volunteered .





Serviceman's Income prior to Service: Week$ Half Month $ Month $
Not Known .
Matital Status: Single Married Common Law Separated Deserted
Divorced .
12. Other Dependents:
Age Occupation Income “Week Bi-monthly Monthly Health
4613.Others in Household:






14. Dependency Allotment Problem;
Non-receipt dependency allotment . Deliberate delay in filing allotment
application . Inadequate knowledge of procedure in filing ,
InsuffLcient documentary evidence . Other .
15. Voluntary Allotment Problems;
Non-receipt of voluntary allotment . Inadequate knowledge of procedure_
No effort made to file allotment application .
16. Health Problems:
Pregnancy and confinement of .
Illness connected with birth pre-natal post-natal ,
Nervous and mental trouble . Acute or chronic illness .
17. Serviceman's Conduct Problems
Problems brought about by serviceman's conduct . Non-support of wife _
Desertion . Sex irregularities
Other
18. Wife's Conduct Problems:
Problems brought about by wife's conduct
Sex irregularities_^ . Neglected children
19. Family Conduct Problems:
Problems brought about by family's conduct
Other
20. Family Discord:
Difficulty in relationship between serviceman and wife Difficulty between
parent and child Difficulty in relationship among children in the family
Difficulty in relationship to other relatives .
21. Employment and Housing (Voblems:
Inability to accept employment to supplement allotment Unable to plan
care for childreri . Scarcity of employment i Triability to locate
shelter within family's means . Lack of work experience^]
22. Communication Problems:
Serviceman's change of station Wife's change of address
Serviceman does not write Wife does not write ~ Lack of funds to
purchase postage . Serviceman has to depend on friends to write^
Wife has to depend on someone to do her writing Serviceman's health prevents his





Insufficient funds for basic maintenance Insufficient funds for emergency
needs . Insufficient funds for clothing .
SOCIAL WORK SERVICES
24. Counseling in Personal Problems:
Helped client make use of resources for easing the situation
Helped client understand the facts of illness . Helped client understand the
implications of illness .
25. Counseling in Family Problems:
Helped family work out adjustment .
26. Reporting and Communicating Service:
Furnished welfare reports Furnished social history information
Gave guidance concerning direct communication Transmitted information
through Red Cross channels when direct communication did not meet the need .
Furnished reports for emergency leave .
27. Assistance in applying for government benefits:
Counseled regarding eligibility requirements . Counseled regarding government
regulations . Counseled regarding government legislation .
28. Referral Service:
Informed client of other available resources .
Assisted in utilization of other resources29.Financial Assistance Provided on the Basis of Need:
Basic maintenance . Pending receipt of first allotment check ,
Provided when allotment delayed after receipt of first check
Provided when allotment interrupted after receipt of first check
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